THE TRAVELLERS

Adventures revisited. The call of Bohemia in holiday mood in search of sunny winter breaks. On the lookout for new adventures and far-away cultural and folklore discoveries. This time, we look for the dynamism and generosity of Latin America and India. Focus on flamboyant colourations and art eccentricity ranging from Frida Khalo’s opulence to Navao geometrics and Indian metal & silk traditions. Artisanal crafts from batik to ikat. An explosion of colours and motifs with something for everyone.

TRIBAL FESTIVAL
tribal girls

Le Pop-Art est de retour, largement étoffé par la communauté Photo-shop internationale. / Patchwork of small motifs and never-seen-before assemblages.

ARTS PREMIERS
primitive art

Traités librement, ikats et batiks, gravures sur bois, broderies à la main et contrastes en bicolore... déclinent un allure arty tribale.

Primitive designs of global solidarity, freed from rules, artistic and liberated, batiks, block prints, hand-embroidery, engravings are the height of inspiration.

COUVERTURES
blankets

Sous influence Missoni, l’ambiance multi nomade reprend toutes les routes, de l’Amérique Latine tendance Navao à l’Asie la plus lointaine, du Mexique à La Siberie...

With the help of Missoni the multi-nomad mood takes every direction and mixes it all: from Navao to Asia, from Mexico to Siberia.